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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to our second issue of 2022, the 
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES” as we celebrate 
the 100th anniversary of the founding of 
Checker Motors 

Free of charge, feel free to print this 
Newsletter and place in your own binder. 
Please feel free to forward to all your 
Checker friends and share the fun. 

On a sad note, we received notification, 
that our Checker Cab friend Dan Smith has 
passed away on 2/20/2022.  A very tough 
loss for all, you can find a tribute and 
memorial information in this issue.

Also covered in this issue will be the 
complete Agenda for the 100th Anniversary 
of Checker Cab show coming up this 
Memorial Day weekend in LaCrosse, Wi.

In this issue, you find a link to a video 
forwarded to us via the Checker RY 
club in Finland.  The Finland folks have 
been doing a great of job restoring 
the various super rare Checker A2, 
that served the 52 Olympics.

Additionally, in this issue we have 
some content from the old Checker 
Motors Corp. Public Relations 
department archive.  This time we’ll 
see some Checker charity blurbs.

We also have published a review of 
the movie DC Cab, featuring Checkers. 
Also there is a writeup on Detroit 
Checker Cab.  Photos provided by 
David Kniffen.  As usual, you’ll find our 
classified listings.

Please enjoy issue: volume 8 issue 2

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,  & 

1957  Checkers

Cover Photo: Albuquerque, New 

Mexico Checker A11
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Checker Motors 100th Anniversary Event
Mark your calendar for Memorial 
Day weekend , May 28th and 29th as 
the ICTA celebrates 100 years of 
Checker! Emerson and Rachel 
Zentz along with Laddie Vitek are 
organizing this event. The show is 
targeted for the Lacrosse area of 
Wisconsin.

To date ten Checker taxicabs or 
specialty vehicles are committed to 
the event. According to Emerson 
“As of this date we have close to 20 
cars making an appearance…one of 
the largest gatherings I can think of 
happening in a long while.” This 
event is slated to celebrate Taxicabs, 
the cars that Morris Markin built his 
business on starting in 1922.
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Agenda
FRIDAY, MAY 27
PRE-EVENT CRUISE & DINNER
5:00 PM

This will be a car cruise and dinner get-together for whomever is 
already in town.

Feature’s Bar & Grill (American food)

504 N Holmen Dr

Holmen, WI

608) 526-3600

*Meet at the MBM grounds at 5:00 pm for the car cruise to Feature’s 
for a 6:00 pm dinner.

This will be a car cruise and dinner get 

together for whomever is already in 

town. Features in Holmen strives to enrich the 

lives of our guests through superior quality of 

food and beverages, legendary customer 

service and an enjoyable environment. We 

believe in delivering an exceptional dining 

experience to every customer, every time.
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SATURDAY, MAY 28 MAIN EVENT

9:00 AM

MBM WI Chapter Grounds

N6071 County Road DE

Bangor, WI

Free Admission Car show

(ALL public service vehicles and Checkers welcome!) 

Music Yard Games

Food – Lunch provided (charcoal-grilled hamburgers & 

hotdogs + sides, tables/chairs will be set up)

MBM Wisconsin Chapter Grounds, Our second event 

at the museum. Welcome to the Midwest Bus Museum 

website! The Midwest Bus Museum was incorporated 

in January of 2020 with the purpose of preserving bus 

transportation history with an emphasis on North 

American school buses. As demonstrated last year, 

the museum is very Checker friendly

N6071 Country Road DE, Bangor, WI Free Admission 

Car Show. Camping available on property
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RIVER DINNER CRUISE
6:00 PM
Departure from MBM grounds: 4:00 pm
La Crosse Queen Cruises

American Food
405 East Veterans Memorial Dr
La Crosse, WI
(608) 784-8523
LaCrosseQueen.com

Sit back and relax while the La Crosse Queen paddles 
along the main channel of the Mississippi River. The 
musicians will provide a fine dining atmosphere while 
you enjoy a tasty, chef-carved prime rib and chicken 
dinner. Later, they will serenade you while you relax on 
the upper deck and watch the world go by. As a special 
treat on this 2-1/2 hour river boat cruise, we will “lock 
thru” Lock and Dam No. 7, river conditions permitting. 
Advance reservations are necessary.

Cost:
Adults — $54 per person
Seniors — $52 per person
Kids — $33 per person

Includes:
Chef-carved prime rib and chicken dinner
2 1/2 hour Mississippi River cruise
Live music
Prepayment is necessary for the required advance reservations and 
available on the registration form below. We will make the 
reservation as a group. You must pay via the link below to reserve 
your spot(s).
REGISTRATION FORM➡︎ bit.ly/CheckerPartyRegistration

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FLaCrosseQueen.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1ZsPcQZFjVxb9uDB5LXyvCkezTCVUZkNARfJ78E5rPspO-vJUpmaQ1XyM&h=AT33K8JLtvu-MJidqYKy63QcxsyI903e1E6xWy3fHQBAH6mIeqWKur5VlttN1FqzUGThyUnL4Aro7j1ZGbOgA0ZZvGB4BBMl5zzCkGz3PgAJ6lEFH-DTpbwy28o5d3zJt0zxpwPnCgopSlUIhQ&__tn__=q&c%5b0%5d=AT25xosLzLNWtC6Jq_SMvH9jIdkx3FYkLw3dnuZhO2cYQUiIid6-4MpFO4-fefmVNCbQEHUgJIb1QClz2_Gqj2kIRd1DtvkUuRE_N-tX6fCKGL0l1lKauUCEfoMRchnI-QU
https://bit.ly/CheckerPartyRegistration?fbclid=IwAR1m07Hxgl4GtHrr5TBqL3NmEBa-vAxBtYSh0IFPIjnPIANjD7be4OI9kps
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SOCIAL HOUR
9:00 PM
MBM Wisconsin Chapter Grounds
Bangor, WI
Join us after dinner back at the MBM grounds for a social hour… 
or two! Soda, Beer, Liquor provided in our downstairs bar area.

SUNDAY, MAY 29
FAREWELL CRUISE & BRUNCH
10:00 AM
We will all be getting together for a farewell brunch for 
whomever is still in town.
Perkins Restaurant – American Food
9428 Hwy 16 W, Onalaska, WI
(608) 779-4700

*Meet at the MBM grounds at 10:00 am for the car cruise to 
Perkins for a 11:00 am brunch.

Perkins Restaurant, A history sweeter than pie. Founded 
in 1958 as a single pancake house in Ohio, Perkins has 
transformed into the nation’s leading family restaurant. 
With nearly 300 company-owned and franchised locations 
in 32 states and two Canadian provinces, Perkin’s has 
demonstrated a successful family breakfast experience.



Checker Cab 
Collector Dan Smith 
Has Passed Away, 
RIP 1975-2022

We lost a great Checker Cab friend this past weekend with the passing of Dan 
Smith. Dan was a great guy, funny and quite a curmudgeon. For those who 
didn’t have the pleasure of knowing Dan, he did so much for the Checker Cab 
community. With the passing of Joe Pollard, Dan took charge of the 
disposition of the Pollard Checker fleet just two years ago. When another 
Checker vendor dumped 40 Checkers in Lawrence, Mass, Dan led the charge 
to save as many Checkers as possible. As recently as two weeks ago, Dan was 
planning a massive EBAY Checker Cab selling blitz. He loved this hobby and 
had a fleet of about 30 Checker upon his passing.

He will be greatly missed by the Checker folks who considered Dan their 
friend, including this writer. The video below, from the summer of 2019 is 
just a sample of his dedication to Checker Cabs and the hobby. RIP Dan, 
from all your Checker friends.

We’ll update this blog with any Memorial information as soon as we hear 
more. Condolences to the Smith family in Rockford, IL. Dan is survived by his 
parents, brother and a sister.

MEMORIAL INFORMATION

Daniel Smith Obituary - Phoenix, AZ (dignitymemorial.com)
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https://www.dignitymemorial.com/obituaries/phoenix-az/daniel-smith-10603479?fbclid=IwAR0v39GUDO5hbrgYwj1QLb6CfaUE29RSN1jZCjCFQaGUAEBof2FLnYydKHI


From Our Checker Cab 
Friends in Finland!
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Just want to share the link to some great 
Checker fans in Finland! Here’s the Finland 
Checker Club page.

(20+) Checker Ry | Facebook

Here’s a one photo from the clubs Facebook 
page.

https://www.facebook.com/Checker-Ry-2051151211839391/


Again, from the Finland Checker Cab crew, 
here’s a great period video.

https://areena.yle.fi/1-61646568

The long-awaited Checker cars were 
disappointing for their Finnish recipients. The 
hard-hit cars received a murderous statement 
from the Helsinki Car Inspection Man.

In the New Program (1951), the camera runs in 
the Port of Helsinki, where American Checkers 
mentioned as quality cars arrived for 
inspection by rental drivers. Disappointed 
motorists measured the damage to the cars. 
The baskets were bumpy, the engines were 
rusty, the fenders were different pairs and 
handles were missing. The long sea journey 
from the United States had caused 
considerable damage, including loading and 
unloading had affected the condition of the 
cars.

According to the commentator, the future will 
show whether cars will become fit to drive. 
The inspection man had already made a 
murderous statement. 10

https://areena.yle.fi/1-61646568


11Work In Progress - Salvatore Di Bernardo
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As has been written in the past, one great past times in terms of owning a Checker Cab is to have fun taking photographs 
of our Checkers. Many ICTA members have gone to great length creating photos of their Checkers in historically 
significant venues. Today we present David Kniffen’s photos taken at the old Checker Cab building in Detroit. Here’s some 
history and David’s photos.

Detroit Checker Cab: History and Current Photos
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In 1921, some of Detroit’s independent taxicab operators organized into a confederation 
soon named the “Checker Taxicab Service,” and later the “Checker Cab Company.” Its 
highly likely the name was picked in order to duplicate the Checker coop created in 
Chicago, back in 1917. In Detroit, Checker undercut its competition on prices and allowed 
owner-operators to join, and by 1922 ran 85 cabs, increasing to 240 in 1924. In 1923, 
Checker Cab moved into new offices in the General Motors Building

The Checker Cab Building is a three-story, flat-roofed commercial-style brick building 
measuring 292 by 124 feet. It has a steel and concrete frame and is faced with red-brown 
brick and cast concrete. The main facade is symmetrical, seven bays wide. The center bay 
is narrow, containing a single window with a pedestrian door on the first floor. The two 
flanking bays have paired windows; above these three bays is a gabled parapet. The 
remaining bays on each side are four- and two-window bays. The four-window bays 
contain garage doors on the first-floor level. The bays are divided by brick piers trimmed 
with flat cast concrete bands at each floor level. The windows have cast concrete sills and 
soldier course brick lintels.
The Plum Street facade is thirteen bays long, with red-brown brick like the main facade. 
The three bays nearest Trumbull contain tripled double-hung windows; the remainder 
contains steel factory windows.

As always for more photo viewing consider joining our ICTA Facebook page for great 
dialog and access to over 10,000 photos!Photo by David Kniffen
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Sisters Miguela sits in the driver’s seat of the new Checker 

car which the sisters at Immaculate Conception School will 

have for their use. The admiring audience are from left, 

Sister Marie Clare, school principal, sister Martia Elle and 

Sister Teresa Aquin, The Waukegan Sun, March 26th 1966

A contribution from the Minneapolis Foundation made 
possible the purchase of this new Checker Marathon car 
for the Minneapolis Curative Workshop, a United Fund 
agency. Helen Mertz, 4640 Oakland Ave., a patient at the 
workshop, got an assist from Harry Erickson, a workshop 
driver, as she arrived for treatment. At left is Robert 
Embretson, of Lyndale Automotive, the Checker dealer in 
Minneapolis.

Checker Charity



D.C. Cab, “I Pity the Fool”
The Checker Cab has long been a staple in Hollywood Movies. The great American icon has made numerous appearances in a varying number of films, 
but there are not too many movies where the Checker plays a leading role in a film.

So was the case with the movie D.C, Cab, starring Mr. T. The film directed by Joel Schumacher is comedy produced in 1983, a time when Checker 
Motors was winding down cab production and distribution. Not a great film, it still has its charms, including the transformation of a Checker Cab Model 
A11.

The late Roger Ebert wrote the following review for the Chicago Sun Time, back in 1983. The funniest thing about “D. C. Cab” is the first paragraph of 
the press release accompanying the movie:

“When a person takes a taxicab ride, he or she expects to arrive safety and calmly, and to remain at least as sane as when they first entered that rear 
door.”

15
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Tell that to the driver I had last Sunday, who was watching a 
portable TV in the front seat. For the first time in my life, I 
really believed that the next Bears touchdown was a matter of 
life and death.

“D. C. Cab” is not an entirely bad movie — it has its moments 
— but if it had used more actual taxi-riding incidents and 
more recognizable driver types, it could have been a little 
masterpiece. It’s about a ramshackle Washington cab 
company with drivers who are misfits, an owner who is 
henpecked, and enemies who are trying to force it off the 
streets. This company is so broke it can’t even afford the 
license to pick up fares at the airport.

The drivers include various ethnic and social types, from an 
earnest young trainee to the inimitable Mr. T. That’s great, but 
where are some of the most universally recognizable taxi 
driver types? For example, the three main varieties of recently 
arrived foreign students: (a) those who speak no English; (b) 
those who want to practice their English, and (c) those who 
know a way to get to the airport using only alleys.

The underlying inspiration for “D. C. Cab” doesn’t seem to have 
been real taxi driver experiences, and no wonder. Although the 
movie was shot in Washington, a city where taxis are important 
(how else would you get to the tidal basin at midnight?), the 
movie “package” was assembled in Los Angeles, a city where 
everybody owns a car, taxis have to be booked in advance, and a 
ride to the airport costs more than a day’s car rental.

Furthermore, the movie’s producers are Peter Guber, formerly 
chief honcho of Casablanca Records, and Jon Peters, who is, I 
read in ‘People,’ Barbram Streisand’s “ex.” How many hours a 
year do you think they spend in cabs?



“D. C. Cab” feels like a movie with a split personality. The plot is fresh off the assembly line, 
with a lot of nonsense about two kidnapped rich kids and how the taxi drivers team up to 
rescue them. A lot of time is also wasted on the story of the D. C. Cab Company’s battle with a 
rival company, its attempt to improve its image, and a fight over who will share a reward for a 
lost violin. These are all, as you can well imagine, paralyzingly boring plot ideas.

There is vitality in the movie, however, and it comes directly from the cast. There are a lot of 
engaging actors on screen, with lots of energy, and when they’re set free to act goofy and 
clown around, it can be funny. The movie’s star is Adam Baldwin, a Chicago actor seen in “My 
Bodyguard,” and he’s likable. But he and everybody else in the cast are upstaged by Mr. T, who 
is billed as a supporting player but has become such a personality that he, dominates every 
scene he’s in. (If Nancy Reagan will sit on his lap while he wears a sleeveless Santa suit, you 
know he’s hot.) The drivers create a moving mob scene; they race through the dumb plot with 
anarchic energy, and when it’s all over, what have you got? Mindless, likable confusion. It’s not 
the worst thing you can get from a movie.

https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/adam-baldwin
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/my-bodyguard-1980
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(20+) Marketplace - 1940 Checker Checker motor | Facebook

Old car was a taxi back in the day
link to Facebook Marketplace $8000

72 Checker wagon, one of 80 made that year-Has correct 
small block Chevy engine-everything works- starts, runs 
and drives under its own power-good glass- decent 
chrome but needs extensive frame repair-also needs body 
work- I have a clean out of state title for it.The yellow cab is 
Not For Sale- The station wagon MUST BE TOWED ON A 
FLATBED as the frame is weak. I could part this car out for 
more money but it would be a shame to dismantle it. 
Please put the lowball silly offers where the sun don’t 
shine. $2850.00
Link to the Facebook advertisement
Marketplace – 1972 Chevrolet Classic Sedan 4D | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/872667396730681/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A9d673026-ebc8-4605-a035-3d34d7dcbf55
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/351026690103252/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Aef8bfbae-425d-43f1-962f-9db1e9218ad5
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1981 Checker Model A12 NY

New floors with cross channels underneath custom rockers with 
1/4 back plates to ABC posts, was completely repainted in 05, 
runs on propane using forklift cylinders, new brakes all round. It’s 
been stored outside so the roof stripes peeled needs a clean and 
redo, has meter and roof light, it was the last cab of the St Paul 
Minnesota fleet #124 BEST OFFER
Contact Dom at email limey-8@hotmail.com

BARTER sell TRADE a 1969 Checker Marathon Taxi Cab Taxicab 4 Dr 
Sedan
I have an all original 1969 Checker Marathon 4 door sedan with a 6 
cylinder engine and a 3 speed manual transmission with factory Over 
Drive. The Checker was bough brand new at the Checker Dealer on Old 
Bayshore Road in Burlingame in 1969 and it has never left California.
For sale for $15,000 / or best TRADE offer for a classic Camaro, mustang, 
old school hot road, pu truck or a convertible.
if you have ever wanted a Checker Cab or a Marathon here is your 
opportunity to buy one locally from the only second owner in over 53 
years. Serious buyers only.
new old used gift free want wanted hot rat rust street rod best show 
classic vintage old school restore restored convertible roadster 
convertable
650-348-8269, thanks, Tony



• Has original motor and 
transmission, motor turns 
over, might trade for tri-
five project. Bill of sale 
only.

• Link to Facebook 
Marketplace $4500

• (5) Marketplace – 1965 
Checker Aerobus | 
Facebook
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https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/2336915916438359/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Ac9a214fb-1db7-4315-8dcc-67253a4e107e


• Hard to find Checker Marathon (Civilian 
Model) in nice shape! I love the OLD HEAVY 
METAL and when I can find something as cool as 
this classic beauty, in this kind of condition (solid, 
rust free, runs and drives great), I buy it! Even 
these classics go through the same rigorous 
inspection process as everything else I offer for 
sale. I put this through our AAA approved shop 
and here is what we did on this one: We replaced 
the EXHAUST MANIFOLD, TRANSMISSION, VALVE 
COVER and DIFFERENTIAL GASKETS. We also 
changed the OIL, OIL FILTER, RADIATOR CAP and 
ALTERNATOR. That was all this amazingly well 
cared for Checker needed. The only thing it needs 
now is a new owner to treasure it and take as 
good of care of it as the last owner did. Shoreline 
Family Auto priced at $12,995.

• This car (like all of our other cars) comes with 
the peace of mind of NO HASSLE/NO HAGGLE 
Pricing and a FREE 60 DAY 2,000 MILE major 
mechanical WARRANTY as our final stamp of 
approval 🙂

• Come see us, Shoreline Family Auto Sales and 
Service has been here since 1974. Never any sales 
pressure. Just good cars, fair prices and a 
commitment to treat our customers like our 
friends. Shoreline Family Auto Sales 15544 Aurora 
Ave N Shoreline, WA 98133. 206-362-7007, 
shorelinefamilyautosalesgmail.com, 
www.shorelinefamilyautocareandsales.com

• Call (or text) (206) 207−8585 / (206) 
362−7007 for quick answers to your questions 
about this CHECKER MARATHON.
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http://www.shorelinefamilyautocareandsales.com/


Gateway Classic Cars of Atlanta is proud to offer this 
1982 Checker Marathon for sale. The Checker 
Marathon was produced by the Checker Motors 
Corporation of Kalamazoo, Michigan, between 1961 
and 1982. It was marketed as a passenger car for 
consumers, as opposed to the similar Taxi, which 
was aimed at fleet buyers. 1982 marked the last 
year for production of the infamous Checker. The 
1982 we are offering here is rather special, stating it 
appeared on the tv show Phantom Works. This 
Marathon has been a civilian model its whole life 
and has been in possession of the current owner for 
22 years. The engine was replaced in 1999 with a 
smooth Chevy 350 V8 equipped with a 4-barrel carb 
and a GM Turbo-Hydramatic 400 automatic 
transmission. The car underwent a bit of restoration 
in 2009, being re-upholstered and paint by 
FantomWorks in Norfolk, VA. The Light Blue exterior 
presents well and looks sharp with the White top. 
The Checker Marathon is getting harder to find 
especially one that did not serve duty as a taxi cab.
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Currently available in Hyde Park, New York.
Link to the Facebook Marketplace Advertisement.

(2) Marketplace – 1982 Other Other | Facebook

1971 checker cab runs and drives
$5500.00
Link to Facebook Marketplace

(13) Marketplace - 1971 Checker car co. N/A | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/2634748216828956/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A9ba73988-ffb1-4a0e-8eb6-8a1443762635
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/192352336442874/?ref=messenger_share
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(5) Marketplace - 1966 Checkered cab Marathon | Facebook

1966 Checkered cab marathon. Looking to sell or trade. 
For trade: really cool stuff, motorcycles, scooters, classics 
etc. The car has a clean title and was driving when 
parked. Needs a battery and a carrier bearing for the 
driveline, both are super easy fixes and not very 
expensive. This car is sold as is, it is a project. $2500.00

Link to Facebook Marketplace

Runs good needs tlc

Link to Facebook Marketplace

(13) Marketplace - 1975 checker cab checker cab | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/424485275478104/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Aafa684aa-2cab-4903-89bf-34268733569a
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/210734147861626/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Aa3237262-0dc9-431a-8fce-552806a16ea1


(13) Marketplace - 1980 CHECKER marathon | Facebook

1980 CHECKER MARATHON 33,000 miles. A Checker 

Marathon (New York taxi) Winter project that looks 

worse than it is. All floors are intact. Comes with a 

rebuilt engine, four new OEM fenders, New OEM 

hood, plus other new body parts. New lights etc. Its 

all here if I can just find it !! I've put quite a bit into 

this car but I'll never finish it. My loss is your gain. 

Clear Wyoming Title in hand. Come take a look and 

make me an offer

1967 Aerobus Available

Not mine.
1967 8 Door Aerobus. 327 Automatic. Located in Roanoke 
Virginia. Runs and drives. Parade paint can be washed off, 
company graphic is removable. Owner is taking offers. Contact 
Scott Garnett via Facebook if interested.
(3) Scott Garnett | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/553240159437782/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A45e93f53-0f14-4887-b847-29e392670e0e
https://www.facebook.com/scott.t.garnett/?show_switched_toast=0&show_invite_to_follow=0&show_switched_tooltip=0&show_podcast_settings=0&show_community_transition=0&show_community_review_changes=0


End Photo

1981-Rock and roll 

singer/songwriter Ian 

Hunter is shown on 

the street, wearing a 

green jacket over a 

white shirt and black 

pants. A green taxicab 

passes in front of him. 

(Photo by Lynn 

Goldsmith)


